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Throughout he history of operations research (OR), the military context has 
proven crucial: in the founding of the field, both in Britain and in the United 
States; in giving employment for its practitioners; and in providing challenging 
problems for them to tackle (and sometimes olve). Among recent publications 
on the development of the field are several describing the work of particular 
operations research units in the American or British military services, some fo- 
cused just on the formative years of World War II and some taking the story into 
the postwar era. One of the richest, in technical detail, anecdote, and analysis, 
is Charles W. McArthur's Operations Analysis in the U.S. Army Eighth Air Force 
in World War H, Volume 4 in the History of Mathematics series published by the 
American Mathematical Society. 
McArthur traces the activities of the first operations analysis ection in the U.S. 
Army Air Forces (USAAF) from its establishment in late 1942 through the end of 
the war. Following AAF practice, McArthur calls the subject operations analysis, 
though the administrative units he describes bore the name Operations Research 
Section. In describing the scope of their activities, he uses a fairly standard 
definition of OR, at least in its initial, wartime incarnation: "using groups of 
scientists and other skilled civilians in the application of scientific method to 
military operations"--one instance "of the greatest mobilization of science of 
war up to that ime" (p. 1). 
McArthur, a bombardier in the 493d Bomb Group, had a personal stake in the 
success of OR groups in the Eighth Air Force, though, as he notes, at the time 
he was "totally unaware of them" (p. xxi). His interest in their activities was 
piqued, much later, by his own work in mathematics, and by his growing awareness 
that some of his teachers and older colleagues had served as operations (or opera- 
tional) analysts during the war. Not all wartime operations analysts were mathema- 
ticians, to be sure; indeed, one of the unusual characteristics of early OR teams 
was their interdisciplinary nature, with specialists drawn from a variety of scientific 
and nonscientific fields. (The Eighth Air Force OR team included, for example, 
John Marshall Harlan, later a Supreme Court justice.) And for some team mem- 
bers, as McArthur knew from personal experience, the links with the emerging 
field of operations research were quite short-lived--hence his efforts to document 
the role of the mathematicians who spent the war as civilian operational analysts, 
whatever their subsequent career paths. 
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The operations analysis ection in the Eighth Air Force was not only the first 
such unit in the AAF, but also the largest. In his foreword to the volume, OR 
pioneer Hugh J. Miser argues for the section's importance: "Its successful 
work--as brought out in this bookmhelped spread the concept [of operations 
analysis] throughout the AAF" (p. xvii). Certainly the section addressed analyti- 
cally some of the biggest issues of the European theatre: accuracy and assessment 
of strategic bombing, use and counteruse of radar, combat against he Luftwaffe 
and the V-weapons, and support for a cross-channel invasion. 
The book is organized chronologically, with its coverage summarized in an 
admirably detailed table of contents. Initial chapters deal with the fairly protracted 
organizational phase for Eighth Air Force OR units. Initial OR problems for 
Bomber Command and Fighter Command occupy Chapters 4and 5; the remainder 
of the volume (more than 200 pages) concerns operations research in 1944-1945, 
with much attention devoted to preparations for D-Day and its immediate af- 
termath. 
McArthur's own career path has led him to produce a book mixing realistic 
military description and appreciation ofthe scientific problems operations research 
sought o solve. The work is clearly written; the narrative, straightforward; the 
glossary and list of acronyms, useful in sorting out complexities of military opera- 
tions, equipment, and organization. In the interest of accurate reporting, however, 
the author sometimes overburdens paragraphs with names and titles. 
McArthur consulted archival records as well as published accounts and limited- 
distribution technical reports in constructing his narrative. Many of the unpub- 
lished sources are preserved at Simpson Historical Research Center (Maxwell Air 
Force Base, Alabama); McArthur also had access to unpublished memoirs and 
correspondence in the files of many of his scientific colleagues. The work is 
enhanced by a section of archival photographs and sketches. McArthur's investiga- 
tions have resulted in a detailed account of the accomplishments of the Eighth 
Air Force OAS; left to other scholars is the task of relating the work of AAF 
operations analysts to the later development of the field and methodology of 
operations research. 
